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General Education and Violence
Bv Lams

J.

ANDOLINO and JoHN H. HUMPHRIES

Violence is nothing new to the "American way" although the
modern style and the subsequent upheaval of social change may make
it seem so. Although violence is with us, and has been since our beginning, its heightened publicity and the increased focus of social concern upon it have had a startling impact on our minds. T11is condition
has resulted, in part, from a mass communication system which continually portrays such things as campus upheaval, urban riots, political
assassinations and international slaughter. Therefore, it is not surprising that the issue of violence constitutes one of the land's foremost
topics of discussion and concern. This is easily verified by noting some
of the major issues voiced in the current Presidential campaign. The
question of law and order, for example, is a vital and growing concern to more Americans each year. Since the issue of violence is of
such paramount concern to the American public, it constitutes a
pertinent topic for academic discussion and analysis.
Because the topic of violence is an interesting and important issue
of the day, germane to many fields, including general education, it
was decided that the theme of this year's Association of General and
Liberal Studies Conference would be General Education and Violence.
This conference will be held on the campus of the Rochester Institute
of Technology in Rochester, New York on October 26-28, 1972.
Like a sharply cut diamond, there are many facets to the problem
of violence. As noted in a report by the President's Commission on
Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice:
Many Americans think of violence as a very narrow range of
behavior. It is not. An enormous variety of acts make up the
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cnme problem . . . No such formula, no single theory, no
single generalization can explain the vast range of behavior
called violence.I
It is the intent of the authors of this paper to stimulate some thought
on the subject of violence and its relationship to general education
realizing that this inquiry will be dealt with at much greater length
at this year's A.G.L.S. Conference.
Any direct casual relationship, in either direction, between violence and general education is difficult to establish due to the lack
of empirical tools of measurement; no one has yet devised a widely
accepted and satisfactory method of approaching the question of such
a relationship. Of course, this fact has not prevented the emergence
of distinct "schools" offering different perspectives on such fundamental questions as the relationship between human nature and violence. In illustrating this point, Kenneth Waltz draws a dichotomy
between what he distinguishes as the pessimistic and the optimistic
thinkers.2 Those of the pessimistic view can best be represented by
the works of Thomas Hobbes and political scientist Hans J. Morgenthau who both posit the theory that violence in the form of aggression is a natural condition of the human species and, therefore, is to
be considered an inherent biological trait incapable of evolutionary
change.3 In opposition to this view, the optimists, illustrated by the
works of renowned anthropologist Margaret Mead, among others,
present convincing evidence that violence in its legal forms, e.g., war,
is essentially an invention of man.4 Moreover, Dr. Mead argues that
being a man-made institution, violence as a mode of behavior can
be replaced by more humane inventions. These divergent views illustrate the wide variety of thought existent on just one aspect of the
subject of violence, pointing to the continued relevance of, and need
for, general education to explore this basic human problem.
The primary aim of general education traditionally has been to
broaden and humanize students, to encourage them to seek greater
understanding and to appreciate the complexities of social issues and
problems, such as, for example, the problem of violence. With respect
to any problem, it is important to note that toleration of different
attitudes is to be preferred over blind rejection of differing views,
whatever those views. General education has classically accepted this
challenge of providing an awareness of alternative perspectives as a
basis for more intelligent and responsible choice of values and attitudes.
In a society noted for its rapid change, for its growing instability
and for the uncertainties surrounding its future, the need for comprehension of change itself, and of the forces that are afield leading to
alienation is an integral part of the general educationalist's mission.
Unless he is to resort to violence, it is imperative that man learn to
cope with changes, instabilities and frustrations.
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To focus again on the phenomenon of violence-as it might be
understood as a result of high quality general education-it is arguable
that, under the conditions of modern civilization, the aggressive component in man is no longer biologically adaptive in the way that it was
when men were nomadic hunters. But, on the other hand, the rate of
biological change is slow. No major mutation has occurred to render
us radically different from our prehistoric ancestors. We possess the
same instinctive equipment which served to insure the survival of men
for whom existence was a perpetual struggle. Therefore, it is possible
to link man's peculiar aggressiveness with his dependency; and to suppose that paranoiac people think of themselves as weak and their
imagined persecutors as strong. Part of the human proclivity for paranoid beliefs may be phylogenic rather than ontogenic. For man, as
a species, is singularly ill-equipped with natural means of defense or
attack. His skin is thin and sensitive compared to the hides of many
mammals, and he lacks even sufficient hair to keep himself warm. He
has no horns, his nails are not strong enough to use as claws, and his
teeth, though well adapted for mastication, are too small to be effective
as weapons. No wonder men are prone to regard themselves as weak
and ill-protected. In terms of comparative zoology, they are both.
Because of the development of his brain, man has been able to
compensate for his natural lack of aggressive and defensive equipment
by the invention of weapons. The invention of primitive weapons was
necessary; and if it had not taken place, homo sapiens might never
have persisted, let alone evolved. Indeed, man the unspecialized and
unprotected primate, has had to be clever in order to survive; but his
cleverness has overreached himself. Modern weapons are far from
direct substitutes for teeth and claws; and though the cynic might
call the hydrogen bomb adaptive, in that it may solve the problem of
overpopulation, he can hardly maintain that nuclear weapons promote the survival of man in the same manner as a spear or hand ax
did when these weapons were first invented. Moreover, as Konrad
Lorenz has pointed out, it is just because human beings are so illequipped with natural weapons that they lack strong inhibitions against
injuring their own species.5
It seems that better armed animals are more protected by inhibitions against intra-species aggression; and if men had tusks or horns
they would be less, rather than more, likely to kill one another. The
artificial weapon is too cerebral a device for nature to have provided
adequate safeguards against it. Nevertheless, traces of inhibiting mechanisms do remain in that many humans recoil at kicking an enemy
when he is down, or even feel pity for, and extend help to, a wounded
opponent. But all traces of this "decent" behavior disappear as soon
as a moderate distance is interposed between contestants. It is obviously
true, for example, that most bomber pilots are humanly no better or
worse than any other men. The majority of them given a can of petro
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and told to pour it over a child of three and ignite it would probably
disobey the order. Yet, put a decent man in an airplane a few hundred
feet above a village and, he will, without compunction, drop high explosives and napalm and inflict appalling pain and injury on men,
women and children. The distance between him and the people he is
bombing makes them into an impersonal target, no longer human beings like himself with whom he can identify. This concept of "distance"
in the modern age is succinctly noted by Anatol Rapoport.
Although the theoretical strategists of nuclear warfare cannot
be accused of injuring other human beings in the way that a
bomber pilot can, the terms in which they discuss the "unthinkable" show the operation of the same kind of mechanism.
"Distance" from other people need not be physical; it may be
psychological. The human faculty of abstraction removes the
content of a problem and enables the strategists to discuss nuclear threats and counter-threats as if human beings were not
involved at all. The new word "megadeath" may be useful in
abstract strategic discussion; translated into the actual experience of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, it becomes an obscenity.6
In a related fashion, it is extremely unfortunate that the complexities of western civilization tend to produce collective man rather than
individuals. Thus, the mergers between such entities as aircraft firms,
automotive manufacturers and other producers of technical products
exacerbate this condition and produce an environment that is psychologically unhealthy. While the enormous size of these companies tends
to reduce the opportunities for men to realize their separate identities,
it also diminishes the possibility of rivalry which exists when a small
number of firms are making similar, but not identical products. Due
to this innate complexity of modern society, education must then provide students with the requisite understanding of this phenomenon so
as to enable them to cope and make rational decisions. Here general
education espouses the values of a broader undergraduate curriculum
which exposes students to the kinds of complex depersonalized systems in which they will, in all likelihood, be living and working; essentially this means providing each educated person with the critical
capacity to cope.
Coping is goal-oriented, problem-solving behavior that occurs when
a stressful stimulus interrupts important plans of action. It represents
the continuing and usually successful struggle of an individual or a
group to meet environmental demands for change. Hence, coping
usually accomplishes tasks or goals with adaptive consequences.
The concept of coping is crucial in understanding violence and in
pursuing alternatives to violence, since most aggressive behavior represents an effort to resolve conflicts. Coping begins when there is a
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disruption in an individual's or a group's on-going plan or activity,
when an important non-routine or unexpected event occurs that alters
usual plans of action and creates a disequilibrium or stress that calls
for revision of plans. The type of disruption varies.
Coping always represents the effort of the individual or group to
solve the problem or resolve a conflict. It involves the planned application of the individual's or group's skills, including technical, manual,
cognitive, and interpersonal, to solve problems in the present and in
anticipated situations. Factors within the person that are associated
with goals and their attainment modify coping. Important personal
factors are the individual's current internal state and "set," his particular past experiences, his maturity and the skills and abilities with
which he can tackle a task.
General education can play an important role in attempting to
develop these particular factors. Knowledge of the characteristics of
goals and the means to their attainment similarly is important. In
particular, recognition of the possibility of selecting alternative goals
or approaches is crucial. One of the core undertakings in general
education is to show students that alternatives do exist and that in
many instances it is a matter of understanding and becoming familiar
with viable alternatives.
The inability to cope or to conceive of alternatives has, unfortunately, brought about the continued utilization of violence on the part
of individuals and groups; this situation has become, as it were, an
indelible blemish on man's historical progress. Moreover, there are
many indications to support the assumption that the endemic social
problem of violence has increased rather than diminished over time.
Those living in the United States, for example, are daily confronted
with this basic fact of life. The continuation of the war in Vietnam,
the underlying tensions associated with race relations, the frequency
of political assassinations and attempts, the unsafe streets, and the
growth of organized crime are but a few examples of the magnitude of
the continuance of violence in our own society. The unfortunate truth
is that violence is with us and little hope seems forthcoming to bring
about a solution to this dismal state of affairs. Finding the causes of
and possible solutions for all forms of violence is hampered by the acceleration of change in an already complex society. Institutions as well
as individuals find it increasingly difficult to cope with the alterations
which occur in the social and personal fabric. Foundations are shaken.
Values are changed. Beliefs are questioned. Instability becomes a more
obvious fact of life. The reaction of both institutions and individuals
to this heightened climate of change is generally an attempt to adjust
to the new environment. Unfortunately, unable to discover or create
a new reality, both institutions and individuals demonstrate a noticeable proclivity toward simplistic, inherited dogmatic answers, which,
in turn, creates rigid individuals and institutional belief systems.
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This reliance on unexamined dogma further perpetuates the cycle
of violence, as divergent views are not tolerated. Pockets of conformity
result, each viewing itself as the sole possessor of truth, and the idea
and behavior of violence is rationalized and vindicated on the grounds
of moral certainty. In carrying the new sword of truth, the individual
or the group perceives all deviating schools of thought as "evil." Toleration of other views then becomes an unacceptable course of action .
Very frequently one dogmatism replaces another and individual loyalties shift from one presumed-infallible, doctrinaire creed to another. 7
The point is simple; the blind dogma-focused search for a means of
devising a new system to cope with change has a profound and depressing history of merely substituting one system for another. The sad
conclusion to be drawn is that violence has seldom solved social problems-instead, it seems to be an outgrowth of individual or group frustrations over imagined or real circumstances. It has all too frequently
been man's inability to cope with social and personal events that has
caused him to seek out violent methods of solution.
Committed as this country is to the notion of participatory democracy, with the ever widening involvement of the citizens in the
affairs of the day and in the decision-making processes dealing with
those affairs-with the enfranchisement of youth, minority groups and
women-it is more essential than ever that the average citizen be
aware of and knowledgeable about the issues on which he is expected
to make intelligent decisions. At the same time, however, general education has been slowly moved to "the rear of the bus" in higher education where it has been given a sort of second-class citizenship subordinate to liberal arts and professional programs. Constantly under
attack, general educationalists either fight with tenacity to hold their
positions in the colleges and universities of this country or they wilt
from the pressures of constant defeat and the overall atmosphere of
condescension. Specialization is important; over-specialization to the
exclusion of general knowledge is not. Too much concentration within
an academic discipline on the undergraduate level produces students
with a narrow foundation from which to cope with and understand,
even rudimentarily, the complex issues he is expected to help decide
in a more democraticized society. The need for breadth of view and
wider comprehension of social inter-relationships must be at least presented to a student or he will be quite apt to make conformist decisions
on a uniform basis, and be frustrated in his ability to cope with a
complex modern society.
Thus, the need for more general education in undergradua te programs of learning is now greater than ever although, as it seems, now
also grossly undervalued. Understanding the complexities of social
issues and appreciating the interdisciplinary nature of the solution of
those issues necessitates an approach that general education is well
suited to fulfill. Specifically, the need for multi-disciplinary under-
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standing in order to cope with one's self as well as with one's perspective toward social issues and problems is seen concretely in man's
psychological need for viable alternatives to violence. Unfulfilled and
frustrated in terms of understanding, an individual has the propensity,
as does the group, to readily accept the notion that violence is the
only way to deal with a perceived or real need or problem.
In higher education, students seem to be more perceptive of this
educational need for academic breadth than are faculty. Taking too
many "in depth" courses where the material is piled higher and deeper, students all too frequently fail to satisfy their true need-a general
overview of relationships, of the multi-disciplinary inner-workings of
social and human phenomena: the kind of general education that is
logically called for but is seldom forthcoming. All too frequently the
curriculum is not aimed at helping a student learn to cope intellecually with his complex life. Instead, each little department system within the university kingdom calls for more and more burrowing in its
specialties. The problem cuts two ways. On the one hand, some faculty advisors shudder to think of their students' getting too much "exposure" outside their discipline. Within each discipline, the equation
is simple-"if some is good, more is better." Thus, courses taken outside the chosen professional discipline of a particular student are suspiciously viewed as being marginal in value at best.8 On the other
hand, there are students who ramble all over the "countryside" hardly concentrating their work sufficiently to establish a major competence and ending up, after four years, with the feeling that they have
indulged themselves at a smorgasbord of courses but have never really
acquired a substantial insight into one mode of human inquiry.
Doubtless, therefore, some well-conceived disciplinary structure is
desirable and essential. However, in the common academic environment, this structure is generally uninspired and ultimately superficial,
even detrimental, in its effects. A student is simply encouraged to take
courses wherever he choses but is housed in a department where he
"concentrates." For example, a typical sociology major may take two
courses in education and, hence, is judged qualified to teach. Or, the
student may take a couple of courses in human services and then,
after graduation, seek entrance into the Social Work profession. Or
consider the student who selects a few courses in Police Science and,
then, is assumed to be an educated cop. In truth, the student is frequently unprepared to teach, to do Social Work or to serve as a
competent law enforcement officer.
Strenuous specialization within an academic discipline is more appropriate to graduate than to undergraduate education. There is a
vital need for a balanced curriculum at the undergraduate level; a
certain professional competency can be achieved, but the main goal
to be attained at this level of education is the ability for problemsolving and breadth of exposure. Unfortunately, however, the inade-
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quacies of the present system are self-perpetuating. Graduate schools
that prepare undergraduate college teachers, for instance, emphasize a
high degree of concentration on subject matter to the point of
credentializing the matter. In essence, they produce individuals who
know minute aspects of their disciplines but fail miserably to extend
themselves beyond the comfortable parameters of their own academic
field to the interrelationships among, and the interdisciplinary nature of,
human phenomena. Such professors then offer courses in areas of
study where they have specialized. In history this may consist of sixteen weeks of the Sepoy Mutiny chronologically presented; in economics, it could conceivably be a semester's work memorizing the
econometric formulas related to the oligopolist's kinked demand curve.
Understandably, students fail to see the relevancy of this type of undergraduate experience while professors find it difficult to understand the
undergraduate students' reluctance to be enamored with such minutiae.
Administrators add their weight to the already unbalanced scale by
pursuing prestige, by hiring, promoting and retaining faculty on the
basis of a publish-or-perish platform, seen as the golden rule. Once
again undergraduate specialists win out.
Into this picture the general educationalist should logically step to
provide a vital service to all concerned. Certainly not to discourage research and publishing, but to insist on a renewed emphasis on effective teaching of the broad range of human phenomena. Moreover, a
trend should be encouraged toward setting up curricula and courses
that expose students to many fields of human activity-the arts, humanities, social science-not with the intent of their learning all there
is to know in each of these areas, but of their gaining insight into the
general motivations of man, the aesthetic qualities of the arts, the
basic characteristics of good literature, the fundamentals of a modern
economy and of the political process, all of which aid in broadening
one's understanding of his own environment.
The position of general education in the academic milieu, dealing
with the baffiing array of social issues, is to attempt to explain the
interlocking arrangements of a culture, to illustrate the broad relationships of humanistic experiences, and to show that social problems
like violence do not have simplistic, once-and-for-all types of solutions.
Education alone, in the sense of the simple transmission of knowledge
is only a prerequisite to the real appreciation of ethical values. Rather,
one must go beyond disciplinary training to achieve sufficient insight
into the very complex social problems of our age. Violence as a contemporary issue can best be understood and countered by a much
broader program of study which seeks contributions of specific knowledge from various disciplines. General Education, with its emphasis
on multidisciplinary approaches to problem solving is ideally suited
for such a role.9
The basic conclusion to be reached is that General Education not
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only plays a role in higher education, but a vital one. The contribution to be made by general educationalists is to point to the releva ncy
of investigating such social concerns as violence and of presenting insights into such issues from myriad points of view. Through the perspectives of general education, social problems are seen more comprehensively, in contrast to the vision achieved by the na rrower approach
of the specific disciplines. A synthesis should be d eveloped, utilizing
both the important depth offered through disciplinary research and
teaching and the breadth promoted within the general education program. Na rrowness of scope hinders ra ther than aids the creation of
solutions to complex social concerns; thus, the understanding of the
phenomenon of violence, for example, is most dependent on a n increased emphasis on general education.

FOOTNOTES
1 T'he Challenge of Crime in a Free Society, A Report b y the President's
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Ju stice (Washington,
D.C.: United States Government Printing Office ), F ebruary, 1967, p . v.
2 Kenneth N. W a ltz, Man, The State and War ( New York : Columbia
University Press), 1959.
3 Thomas H obbes, L eviat han, ed. Michael O akeshott (Oxford: Basil Blackwell ) a nd Hans J. Morgenthau, Politics Among Nations ( New York: Alfred
A. Knopf ) , 1966.

4 M a rgare t M ead, "Warfare is Only an Invention- Not a Biological Necessity," in D avi d Brook (ed. ), Search for Pea ce (New York : Dodd, M ead and
Compa ny ) , 19 70, pp. 12-16.
5 Konrad L orenz, On Aggression, (London : M ethuen Publishing Co.) 1966.
R elating this huma n phenomenon to a nimal behavior in general, Lorenz offers
the example of the cichlid fish . It seems tha t these h ighly aggressive crea tures
require hostile territorial neighbors on whom they can vent their aggression.
If a pai r of cichlids is isolated by removing them from a tank conta ining other
fi sh , the male will turn hi s aggression against his own spouse and progeny, and
will actually d estroy th em . There is a great dea l of evidence that aggressive
tension can be d ammed up in exactly the same way as we habitua lly suppose
sexual tension can be. Ib id. p. 17 .
6 R apoport, Anatol, Strategy and Consciences (New York : H arper & R ow)
1964, p . 113.

7 One could cite th e Russ ian R evolution as illustrative of this point. For
example, it is extremely difficult to see any substan tive d ifference between the
T sar's secret police a nd the Bolshevik's own NKVD ; between the belief in
organ ized r eli gion a nd the id oliza tion of a new institution- the sta te ; between
the d emocratic facad e of the Duma and the hypocrisy of d emocratic centra lism .
8 One a uthor has pointed to the dangers of the disciplinary concentration
which causes colleges a nd universi ties to become "factories" whi ch produce
workers a nd technocrats with unswerving conformity being the ultimate goa l.
" In the United States, we have used universities as X erox machines to reproduce the sta tus quo-they have been cultural cookie cutters . .. W e know
that human beings are not the same; they a re not homogenous raw material, yet
th e university strives to remove these d ifferences. In fact, I often wonder if
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the primary goal of the American university is to teach students to conform
instead of a llowing them to d evelop their individual perceptions, talents,
identities, and value systems, that is to develop their manhood ." Gary R.
Weaver and James H. Weaver, The University and Revolution (Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc.) 1969, from the introduction by Gary R . Weaver,
pp. 2-3.
9 For a n interesting view on how education should adjust to social problems
see: Barry Commoner, "General Education and the Environment," Perspectives
(Kalamazoo: Western Michigan University) , Vol. 4, No. 1, Spring, 1972,
pp. 19-32. Commoner notes that the solutions needed to confront the ecological crisis can only be arrived at by a pooling of academic resources and not
from the narrow perspective of the highly departmentalized disciplines . This
argument is relevant to the solution of all social problems, including violence.
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General Education and the Quality
of Human Living
THOMAS

J.

MUSIAL

A sage teacher of mine, Willis Nutting, now a very young man in
his mid-seventies, spent a good deal of his long academic career helping others to refocus their myopic views on education and to avoid
excessive operational ruts in their learning. The best of his thought
on liberal learning appears in his most recent book, The Free City. An
enterprising publisher labeled the work on its dust jacket as "a radical proposal for overhauling the machinery of liberal education." In
one way the book is that, in that it calls the reader's attention to how
much superfluous machinery has worked its way into our systems of
formal education. But more importantly, because principles should
guide forms of practical implementation, the virtue of the book is the
way it provides a fresh perspective on the fundamental objectives of
general education.
Because Willis Nutting is now also my good friend and neighbor, I
have had the continuing good fortune of watching him implement
the precepts of his book. He has never allowed me to forget that a
man is a person before he is a civic leader or an expert, and that it
is therefore more sensible for educators to give priority of concern to
the man himself, so that if possible he may become wise and understanding. He has convinced me that it is by no means certain that the
kind of training necessary to make a man a specialist will also fully
develop his intellect-and that it is even likely that such training so
narrows his interests and his ability to think in many directions that he
becomes less wise than he was before he began his training. He has
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made me aware of how and why the almost exclusively theoretical
education that a person gets in college positively unfits him for leading
m en and "educates him away" from his fellows so that he can no
longer communicate with them. Long before it was so apparent that
the methods and ideals developed in the nineteenth century for the
training of expert scholars (the model of our graduate schools) were
not liberalizing experiences, Willis Nutting was quietly proclaiming
that the specialist scholar is not a paradigm of the highest or best
example of the man whose intellect is fully and rightly developed. In
this frame of reference, with fundamental reservations about much of
what our so-called "liberal arts" colleges are doing, he developed
alternatives, and The Free City is a model of a great teacher's serious examination of basic educational objectives and how to implement
them.
I as especially sensitive to Dr. Nutting's basic tenets because of
the way people today are overwhelmed by the diversity of our cultural pluralism and the difficulties of responding creatively and knowledgeably to a complicated world and a way of life that are changing
with unprecedented rapidity. Their education should help them come
to terms with these difficulties, but in the main, it does not. Instead,
educators avoid the problem by passing on the responsibility for important educational decisions to those who are doing the learning,
whether or not they are prepared for it. Or, they proclaim that such
educational objectives are hopelessly ideal or ambitious and that the
best way to use the opportunities of formal learning is to become a
competent professional cog in the societal machinery. Still others, the
guardians of cultural heritage, insist that formal education ought to
consist of acquiring some knowledge of yesteryear which is "the
knowledge most worth having" and which will serve as a reliable
guide through the future.
There is, of course, truth in each of those positions. There are
matters about one's education that should be decided only by the one
who is doing the learning. There is a virtue in professional competence, and it is good that society rewards such virtue. There is much of
exceptional greatness to be learned from those who came before us, and
only a fool would insist that every person ought to do all his learning by
himself from scratch. But none of the educational programs which emphasize these tenets, or any combination of them, responds sufficiently to the more fundamental dimensions of the current problems
which threaten the basic freedom, identity, and dignity of man.
Contemporary society has produced vast, extremely complicated,
technical, and interconnected institutional forms that now virtually
determine and control the human needs they were originally designed
to serve. A faceless economic machinery with standardized, interchangeable parts has made efficiency and conformity supreme virtues
at the great cost of what is personal, creative, and unique in its mem-
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hers. Technicians of human behavior are claiming more and more control over the way every man, woman, and child spend their lives.
Unfortunately, our systems of formal education, themselves guided
by these same mechanics, reinforce the very problems that they should
be helping their students to solve. They do little to help one understand what it means to be a man or a woman, how to discover one's
identity and capabilities, how to become independently resourceful
in a rapidly changing world, how to achieve personal satisfaction in
a chosen walk of life, or how to develop a sense of individual and
corporate human worth. Restless and dissatisfied students have a right
to complain and question the relevance of their education in the face
of this situation. They are being cheated of the important fundamentals
of a general education, and at a time when so many young people
spend virtually all of their lives between infancy and full majority in the
framework of some kind of formal learning situation, it is irresponsible for the institutions to disclaim responsibility for these objectives.
The task of determining what to teach as a matter of general
education, however, is no easy matter, and different peoples at different times have conceived of basic human needs and "the good
human life" in different terms. In the dawn of Western culture, Greek
students studied the heroic models of Achilles, Hector, Odysseus, and
Penelope. Through them, they learned how to rule, how to run a
household, how to sail a ship, how to fight a battle, or how to relate
to the Gods. In the fourth century, Plato attacked this down to earth
literary education from the point of view of an idealist philosophy and
Aristotle defended relative values and empirical verification, but both
of these philosophers, however much they differed on the particulars
of their respective philosophies, established an ideal of rational and
contemplative living as the highest value and activity of man. Cicero
and Quintillian argued with Plato and Aristotle and established a
rhetorical ideal of general culture which emphasized doing instead of
knowing, especially in the areas of political activity. After Christ, St.
Augustine saw a tension between spiritual and secular culture, and
resolved it by abjuring the Roman arts for the Christian way. By the
time of St. Thomas, human ideals were again identified with the disciplines of intellectual inquiry, more specifically with the seven liberal
arts of the trivium and quadrivium. The men of the Middle Ages
mainly employed these arts to better understand matters of religious
faith.
In the age of Erasmus and More, people began to conceive of
human development as the possession of genteel subject matters, especially classical poetry, history, and moral philosophy. By the end of
the Renaissance, a new conflict of cultural ideals developed, instigated
by Francis Bacon, between this older conception of "what is distinctly
human" and what we would now call "the sciences." In the eighteenth
century, man was again conceived in essentially rational terms by the
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Continental Encyclopedists. For a time in the nineteenth century, the
distinct nature of man as a human being was placed on trial by Charles
Darwin who explained the origin of man from lower biological organisms, and Marx and Engels followed Darwin with the insistence that
man and "the good life" were entirely the product of social struggle
and economic factors.
A little over a century ago, Matthew Arnold and Thomas Huxley
wrangled at Oxford over essentially the same issue which Bacon
raised several hundred years earlier, and in our time, C. P. Snow insisted that these same "two culture," the scientific and the literary,
were hopelessly divided. Snow's position made a case that the intellectual life of the whole of Western society is increasingly being split
into two polar groups because our contemporary elite are being
trained in two entirely different subject matters, on the one hand the
new physical sciences, on the other hand, the traditional humane
knowledges. Between the two, Snow argues, lies a gulf of mutual incomprehension. Now, of course, the "sciences of human behavior"
occupy the privileged positions in the hierarchy of the esteemed ways
of knowing.
What then shall be the ideal that will guide the general education of
men and women at the end of the twentieth century? On this matter
we can only speculate, but the more we speculate in public, the more
we can expect to clarify the direction that guides the practice of our
schools.
I would say that first and most importantly, general eduoation in
our time must be human centered. More than ever, when the mark
of individual presence and personal accomplishment is disappearing,
when man's freedom and dignity are being seriously challenged, and
when crises of identity everywhere abound, mankind must be reestablished as the most important study of man. Whether the specific
focus of a course be in an area of the arts, sciences, or humanities, it
should reflect distinctly human activities, highlight models of human
excellence and achievement, and use its knowledge or methods in the
service of fundamental human problems. It should deal with matters
which arise from the individual and corporate experience of civilized
men, and which cast light on issues which every intelligent man and
woman living in the twentieth century will inevitably face at one time
or another in his or her life.
Secondly, general education courses must avoid the ordinary topics
and usual approaches of the traditional academic departments, and
concern themselves with issues and ideas which cross traditional departmental lines. The regular departments have done much to develop and preserve standards of intellectual, disciplined excellence,
but they have also been responsible for compartmentalizing issues and
restricting the methods for studying them to a damaging degree.
Teachers of general education must operate out of the awareness that
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the traditional rubrics of examinations and terms papers, and understanding the printed page are limited scholarly skills. They should
make room for artistic and modem communication media as means
of demonstrating personal growth and awareness. After all, these forms
of expression have a grammar, logic, and rhetoric as sophisticated
as any system of letters, and they add dimensions of affective awareness
often notably absent in the printed pages.
General education must free itself from the error that Descartes
introduced into the intellectual world, that all truth can be gained
by the use of one analytic method and one set of intellectual criteria,
and whatever cannot be understood by this method and validated by
these criteria must be rejected as false. The way men use their sensory
apparatus will affect the way they formulate concepts, and a lack of
experience can make it virtually impossible to achieve anything more
than a conceptual pseudo knowledge of such important human values
as compassion, respect, or selfless dedication.
Further, general education must acknowledge that men do not experience important problems in their lives or confront moral issues in
terms of departmental categories, and even when such issues and
problems can be defined in terms of one category, they are inseparably
involved with others. As one student recently told me, when he was
confronted by a pusher to buy illegal drugs, he was immediately faced
with a moral, legal, social, biological, psychological, and economic
problem, all at once. He could sort out these various aspects of the
situation in his own mind, but they were simultaneously part of a larger
issue which he had to deal with as a whole in order to make a decision. The whole was larger than the sum total of its parts, and partial
decisions would not help him decide on a satisfactory course of action.
It is not inconsistent to propose formal learning which questions
whether the traditional methods of academia hold the most appropriate solutions to the fundamental problems of human living. General
education is not restricted to an aristocratic elite. Over forty percent
of college age people are currently in college, and if schools are going
to accept the responsibilities of helping them live more intelligent,
humane, and rewarding lives, they simply must acknowledge that
traditional professional academics have no monopoly on truth and
open their classrooms to other ways of understanding, validating, and
communicating intelligent living. As they open the doors of their
classrooms, they may remind themselves that the greater portion of
the monumental achievements in the arts, the sciences, in social institutions, and even in the humanities that are studied in formal schools
were created or achieved by men who lived and worked outside the
academy.
Thirdly, characteristic of its concern for interrelated human issues and interrelated methods of imagination and reason, general education must develop the arts of independent learning. It should teach
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one how to question, how to determine facts, how to formulate and
test hypotheses, how to discover or invent, how to subject propositions
to critical examination, how to put theory into practice, and how to
personally arrange and order one's knowledge and experience. Conceived in these terms, general education should help one learn to intelligently confront ideas and experience and determine their value and
workability. Like the natural sciences, it should foster the mental habits
of making good inductive inferences from accurate empirical data.
Like the social sciences, it should acquaint people with many differing forms of human behavior, their causes, and their effects. Like the
humanities, it should foster an examination of claims of value and accounts of experience that are not always definable or quantifiable, but
which give meaning and purpose to human existence. Like the fine
and performing arts, it should sensitize people to physical sensation,
standards of taste, and how materials, sensation, and experience can be
meaningfully organized and refined.
With the current knowledge explosion and the unprecedented
proliferation of raw data, it is virtually impossible for any collection
of specialist courses to cover all that one might want to know, even
about the different possible ways of knowing. No academic department or combination of courses taken over a period of two or four
years will ever deal with all that a college graduate will find himself
thinking about, even in the decade after his graduation. Given the
speed of change in contemporary society, and all that there is for
even the ordinary citizen to know, the only way of really helping him
to cope with the world he will live in is by developing arts of intelligent and independent resourcefulness. A "process education" is the
only kind of basic or general education that makes sense in our time.
A fourth characteristic of general education which is possibly more
of a correlative to what has already been said than a specific operational objective is that general education should take place in an environment appropriate to what is being studied. I am convinced that
students come to understand basic human values and intelligent operations of the mind best through a personal working relationship with
their instructors and their fellow students, and the learning which accrues from such working relationships is unquestionably as important
as whatever subject matter they may study. My experience has convinced me that it is important to engage in formal learning activities
outside of the classroom, at least on occasion, to free students from
the conditioned responses of lecture and question-recitation learning.
I have had most of my own best teaching and learning experiences in
classes that were held in private homes and in "on location" contexts
pertinent to the topic under investigation.
It is important that the values of community be placed at the center
of the learning experience so that unique individuals may relate to one
another on a one-to-one basis, and experience the way that teaching
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and learning are inseparable and correlative activities. In sum, general education must take into consideration the affective, social, and
sensory dimensions of learning-factors essential to learning as a lifelong activity.
Finally, in this discussion of general education I would like to
suggest the importance of teachers providing living models of the
learning they would like to see their students develop. It is paramount
that every teacher offer himself as a testimony of the vitality in his
own life of what he knows or what he can do. In the language of
Plato's Phaedrus, he must be the visible incarnation of his gods, the
gods which provide him with the total pattern by which he educates
and is himself educated. What he is must persuade or compel others
to assent to the humanizing power of his own personal daemon.
I like to think of this educational process in terms of one person
helping others grow by acquainting them with constructive examples
of thinking, feeling, and acting. Thus, for all who are involved, such
vicarious sharing of thought and experience becomes the basis not
only of people discovering voids within themselves, but also of enlarging their competence and developing their character by assimilating
qualitative models provided by others.
In such a context, all are teachers and have something to learn
from the others. Naturally, the professional teacher responsible for
designing the course will be expected to have the most to offer by
virtue of his greater learning and greater living experience. But even
he will ordinarily supplement what he has to offer by arranging conciliatory thought and experience in the form of the authors, artists, or
other guest visitors that will make up his course syllabus. Few are the
Socrateses who find completely within themselves and the experience
of their students the total resources for even a semester of profitable
learning.
Sharing thoughts and experiences is important, for it keeps centered in everyone's mind that general education is concerned with a
quality of living, and that everyone has a personal stake in not only
knowing the possibilities for living a good life, but choosing one or responsibly constructing one for themselves, and living it.
Whether these objectives are mere rhetoric or genuinely operational is of serious concern to the teacher of a general education course.
Obviously, it is of crucial importance whether the precepts can be
practiced. On this matter I can only speak from my own experience
and relate the results of one of the general education courses that I
offered in an attempt to implement my own objectives. The fact that
I also have offered other, and quite different, courses which also
served these objectives has convinced me that general education admits teachi.11g approaches and defining course topics limited only by
the capabilities of the teachers who design them.
The subject matter for my illustrative course was the human
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capacity for creative activity. The course was therefore not restricted
to creation in the fine arts or the aesthetic response appropriate to
them. In order to reflect the genuinely integrated character of my
subject matter, and to sustain a concern for the human values which
underlie many areas of creative activity, we sought to understand discovery, invention, innovation, and forms of unique expression as a
basic human phenomenon-from discovery in mathematics and the
natural sciences to innovation in law, mechanical design, theology,
and the creative use of such modem devices as computers. In short,
we tried to discover what lay behind the eternal cry of "Eureka!"
The pedagogical approach to my course attempted to be as creative
as its subject matter. Fortunately, I was able to keep the enrollment
of the course to a small group of seventeen young men and women
who represented a diverse array of departmental majors. A seminar
format was established to allow the greatest interplay of ideas and to
experience as many personal viewpoints and establish as many personto-person relationships as possible. The seminar form also helped
discipline oral and rhetorical articulation ( rather underdeveloped
skills among present college students), and it seemed to promote a
much more intense involvement in learning on the part of the students.
For the most part, our meetings were held at my home on two evenings a week. In this way, the students became much more a part of
a normal adult social milieu; we enjoyed the delights of my wife's
baking, the students found refreshing contacts in meeting and relating
to my young children. We were to a great extent free from the learning patterns conditioned by the traditional environment of the classroom; more inclined to let our distinct personalities emerge, unbound
by many of the inhibitions that question-recitation activity imposes;
willing to discuss more openly and honestly course-related questions
of most pressing personal concern.
We spent the first third of the course in a rather traditional fashion,
discussing the literature of creativity. We began with a somewhat
historical-anthropological survey of man's earliest creative efforts as he
first dealt with an explanation of the natural world. We read Giorgio
de Santillana's The Origins of Scientific Thought. We discussed the
imaginative myth-making process that produced poetic explanations of
the natural order, such as that found in the Book of Genesis. We discussed Pythagoras' discovery of number and the way he based both a
physical and metaphysical explanation of reality upon it. We analyzed
the quasi-scientific aphorisms of Heraclitus as he asserted a substratum
underlying reality in meter and image. We read a collection of essays in the September, 1958, Scientific American and discussed with
J. Bronowski the relationship between discovery, invention, and creation, and the common bond and the distinguishing differences between a scientific discovery and the creation of a work of art. We
studied examples of innovation in mathematics, physics, biology, and
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technology. We read about the physiology of the imagination, and
discussed psychologist Frank Barron's descriptive categories of creative artists and creative scientists. We turned to Bruster Ghislein's
The Creative Process and read the personal accounts of the creative
experiences of such people as Albert Einstein, Vincent Van Gogh, A.
E. Housman, 'vV. B. Yeats, Henry Moore, D. H. Lawrence, Wolfgang
Mozart, and Pablo Picasso. We discussed theories of poetic creation
of John Dryden, William Wordsworth, Jean Cocteau, and Samuel
Taylor Coleridge. We talked about Poincare's mathematical mind and
Nietzsche's philosophical mind. We studied C. G. Jung's theory of
archetypes to explain artistic inspiration, and R. W. Gerard's study
of the biological basis of the imagination. Concluding our readings
with John Dewey's Art as Experience, we discussed the integration of
human capabilities and learned how, in actual experience, intellect,
imagination, and body work together for order, perfection, and meaning; that the basic creative principles are indeed common to all men
as men, no matter how they manifest themselves, and that even within
our own most common experiences we could discover some basis for
our own forms of creative activity.
Our readings and discussions prepared us for the second third
of the course which brought to our meetings ten accomplished professionals who had either distinguished themselves through their academic
study of creativity, or who were publicly acknowledged creative individuals. We were now prepared to depart from learning only from
books. We were expecting other than mere conceptual fruits from an
experiential contact with the men and women whose lives in some
way dealt with or exemplified a creative process. It was the task of
these professionals to communicate, by their presence, in their work,
and through their example, something of what was involved in the
act of creation. The presentations of our guests loosely paralleled our
readings.
Sister Suzanne Kelly, an historian and philosopher of science, talked
about discovery and innovation in the natural sciences and mathematics. Professor Harvey Bender, a geneticist, brought us into the
world of his laboratory, explained what was involved in his research
manipulating genetic factors in mosquitoes and flies, and discussed
with us the human implications of his work.
Professor John Santos, head of the psychology department, explained the way in which psychologists attempt to measure and define creativity. Donald Vogl, a painter, brought us to his home where
he showed us literally hundreds of his paintings, took us through
his studio to give us some idea of how he works, and discussed with
us his personal ideas about art as he demonstrated watercolor painting
for us.
Richard Stevens, one of the more creative and renowned photographers in the midwest, shared with us some fifty or seventy photographs
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which were expressive of either his own personal visions, feelings, or
representations of psychological states of mind. He discussed the darkroom techniques of color solarization and the way they enabled a
photographer to abstract his ideas and make them visually more universal. We discussed the problems and values of the human figure as
an object of photographic art, and asked a number of questions of his
model, who was also present for our discussion. We talked about the
working relationship between the photographer and his model.
Peter Michelson, a well-known poet, read many of his poems for
us, discussed their experiential origins, and took us through various
stages of a poem in process. Professor Donald Middleman, then head
of Notre Dame's computer science department, demonstrated the way
he is currently producing graphic designs by programming mathematical formulae into the computer. We marvelled at the variety of
visual relationships possible between abstract number and its corresponding visual design, drawn for us with as many as eight styles
in as many as thirty-two different colors.
Otto Seeler, an architect, brought our seminar over to the Church
of Our Lady of Loretto on the St. Mary's College campus, and spoke
to us of the form, design, and architectural engineering of one of the
more unique churches in the area, a product of his work. He discussed
the problems of a practicing architect, and the concerns of the artist
who must organize space and design spatial and visual relationships
to facilitate a specified kind of human activity.
Professor Thomas Shaffer, attorney and currently Dean of the Notre Dame School of Law, discussed the creative use of law as a device
for promoting the kind of values ( in this case based on justice) that
bring together a lawyer and his client.
Father John Dunne, C.S.C., Professor of Theology at Notre Dame,
addressed himself to the topic of crtative innovation in theology. Father Dunne had just completed his second book, The Search for God
in Time and Memory, and was at the point of trying to personally
assess and evaluate the work he had just completed. He told us how
he began his work by suspending all dogmatic commitments, and how
through an intense study of the personal "religious" experiences of
great historical figures, he came to new ( and quite original!' understandings of what he believed to be the nature of the human experience of God, the basis of all subsequent ecclesiastical doctrinal formulation. He shared with us his unique methodology of a search, a search
to find new and contemporary significance in what he held and his
Church defined as the eternal truths of the Christian religion.
Basically, these ten professionals addressed themselves to three
questions: what and who am I as a man, what do I do as a professional, and what personal value is there for me in what I do as a
professional. In addressing themselves to these questions, they shared
with us themselves, their work, and the method of their creative en-
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deavors. The students in my seminar consequently experienecd what
they could never have received from simply reading accounts of these
people's work or their creative processes. They had the basis of some
living relationships with creative men and women, their work, and
their personal presence.
It was my intention that such person-to-person contact give my
students some experience through which they might discover within
themselves a basis for creative activity, for during the final third of
the course I required that each student take his or her turn at performing the same role that the ten professionals performed. Each student was to prepare and present a creative project of his or her own,
and report to the group about his or her work, and the resulting personal growth or satisfaction, if either occurred.
I asked my students not to do a traditional type of academic study.
Term papers on creativity would not qualify as a course project. I
encouraged the class to adopt non-verbal forms of expression. I was
prepared to accept complete failure in the execution of a project provided that the student sufficiently learned from his efforts how much
discipline separated his work from acceptable standards. I believe that
a teacher owes each student critical feedback on the quality of his
work, but I also believe that it is possible to judge a student's work in
terms of his learning process, even if the final product of his work is
a disappointment.
The quality of the projects was, for the most part, well beyond my
expectation. One student who wanted to make his first film produced
in 16 mm what was later acclaimed by the campus student film makers as the finest student film to date. He discussed with the other members of our class the concept of his film, and some of the difficulties he
encountered shooting it. He showed us the rushes of the film before
his editing and cutting of the soundtrack. At this point we still all
wondered what could possibly come out of the 1800 feet of black and
white and color film he presented. After thirty more hours of work in
the cutting room, and the reduction of the film to 800 feet, the artistic
conception of the film emerged, and we discussed not only the product,
but the student's changing views in the process of his work.
Several students did more traditional projects in creative writing.
One wrote a series of short stories, another a collection of poems. Another student assembled a slide show, projecting images simultaneously from two projectors. He accompanied his slides with a poetic narration that he also wrote on the theme of loneliness and isolation.
There was a sculpture project, a city planning project, a mass psychodrama entitled "Audience," in which some two hundred students participated one warm spring evening. One student, a government major
who had been singing in the glee club for four years, arranged a piece
of eight-part harmony for four class members to perform by doubling
their voices on tape in the recording studio. An English major did a
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series of twelve paintings, judged to be of rather high quality for a
beginner by two art students who were in the class. One of the students in the class, a biology major later honored as St. Mary's Collge valedictorian,* traced four years of her personal experience and
development leading to her discovery of a possible vaccine for the prevention of leukemia. She spent the year following her graduation in
Scotland under the auspices of the Fulbright Foundation pursuing this
work. She also composed and sang to her own guitar accompaniment, her valedictory "address," and offered this performance, too, as
a course project. She later presented me with a signed commencement
program that read across the cover: "For the courage / To dare and
to do / Thank you."
There was a student whose efforts ran into great difficulties, and
who, I must say, missed much of what I had hoped the course would
offer. He was a psychology major who wanted to write an autobiography and justify his efforts in the context of the course according to his
behavioral definition of creativity-a definition which no one in the
course wanted to accept. He insisted that creativity could be accounted
for only in terms of the organization of stimuli-response patterns, and
that if he organized and accounted for such patterns in his own life
he would have a genuinely creative project that fit his definition of
creativity. When it came time for him to present his project, he refused to let anybody see any of the autobiography, displayed the bulk
of what he had written (some ninety pages), and simply described
in principle what he attempted to do. He complained, in the final
analysis, that nobody could possibly judge whether or not his project
had been creative anyway, since we had never agreed on an operational definition of creativity, and hence had no "key" by which to
either measure or judge his work. After almost two hours of discussion, the class almost persuaded him to share his actual work with
them, but, alas, he refused.
I do not know if there is any way I could adequately test or
measure the success or failure of my course. I can say that I was quite
impressed with the quality of work that the students achieved. I can
say that I have never taught a class where the morale was so high and
where the students made such an effort to work. I think that to a great
degree they understood that the course was a collective learningteaching experience, and they simply didn't want to let the other members of the group down; they wanted to do their share. I am convinced that the rapport that the group established on a personal basis
created a true academic community in the finest sense of the term.
Towards the end of the course most of the students, at one time
or another, brought a friend with them to our meetings. It seemed as

* Women from St. Mary's College can take classes at Notre Dame under
the auspices of a co-exchange program.
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though they were trying to 1mt1ate them into the small academic
community we had established. A few weeks after one of these guests
visited our class, he wrote a letter to me asking to be admitted to my
following year's Creativity course. He wrote in part:
One of the things that impressed me the most was the community the seminar had evolved into. Whatever those fifteen
or sixteen people are doing, they were friends about it. The
people in the seminar seemed to share their whole selves with
each other; not just their academic selves, but their whole selves.
The last time I participated in that sort of community was in
Professor Costello's freshman Honors English class. Professor
Costello really opened our eyes up to a lot of different art forms,
and, most important, to each other. So I think I know how
valuable and how rewarding the Creativity Seminar sort of
community is. I also know that that kind of community is no
accident.

To conclude my essay, I want to share with you two quotations,
one ancient and one modern, which, summarily, emphasize the concerns which guided this experimental general education course. The
first, from Erich Kahler's latest book, The Disintegration of Form in
the Arts, highlights the problems of academic professionalism and
specialization. He writes:
Scholars and scientists, who in their research control most intricate rational operations, may be seen sometimes lacking all sense
of reason when faced with issues of general human import.
Those 600 medical, or rather anti-medical scientists at Fort
Detrick in Maryland who prepare the most devilish kinds of
genocide, the physical and chemical engineers who work on
the refinement of nuclear weapons, the military planners, the
"think tanks" who have calculated all rationally forseeable circumstances and tell us that, given adequate protective measures
like getting used to spending our lives in fashionable caves,
not the whole nation would perish in a third world war, but
only a mere 60 to 100 million people-such experts, if confronted with the question of broadly human implications, would
answer, with the pride of their professional amorality: "These
matters exceed our competence; what we are concerned with
are purely technical, rational problems." Limitation to strictly
specialistic concerns has become a foremost intellectual virtue,
and thus technical rationality serves universal potentialities
which human reason must regard as patent madness and as
monstrous crimes against humanity.
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The indictment implicitly poses the special educational challenge
to which teachers of general education must address their teaching
Professional competence never excuses more fundamentally human
obligations. Nothing of fundamental concern to mankind can be defined away on the grounds that "such matters exceed our competence."
The second remark was expressed nineteen hundred years ago by
Epictetus, and may be of comfort to those who are afraid of not being
able to measure quantitively the learning that goes on in courses that
attempt to "educate for life."
Even sheep do not vomit up their grass and show the shepherds
how much they have eaten; but when they have internally
digested the pasture, they produce externally wool and milk.
Show not your theorems to the uninstructed, but show the acts
which come from their digestion.

It is my hope that remarks such as these will remain in our minds and
guide our teaching and our learning. We must never lose sight of
the fact that human beings and their most cherished values give the
greatest vitality to learning, and that if general education is education
for life, the measure of our success in this most serious endeavor is
not so much what we say about it, but how we live it.
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A Paradigm of Virtue1
BY STANLEY L. BECKER and SAUNDRA R. BECKER
Philadelphia, Pa. U.S.A.
Sept. 30, 1908
Mr. Thos. B. Osborne,
52 Trumball St.,
New Haven, Conn.
Dear Sir:
We are in receipt of your letter of the 28th inst., requesting electrotypes of our #9 Rapid Grinding and Pulverizing Mill, and our #24
Fruit, Wine & Jelly Press, to be used for illustrations in a chapter to
be written by you for a book on methods for the preparation of biochemical products.

In reply thereto, we beg leave to advise that we do not make the
#24 Fruit, Wine & Jelly Press, having improved same and now call
it the #34. However, we assume that what you really use is our #28
Drug Press, which is really the #34 Fruit, Wine & Jelly Press made
heavier and stronger to stand greater pressure - - - -.
Awaiting your furthers commands, we are,
Yours very truly,
THE ENTERPRISE MFG. CO. OF PA.2
This letter was brought forcibly to mind at the December, 1972,
meetings of the History of Science Society. Does it describe the present
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status of the History of Science? To put it succinctly ... What good is
History of Science?
During the session dealing with the goals and future of our profession, I heard plaudits for the good old days and sighs over the bad old
days ... I heard suggestions made with respect to possible jobs for
majors in history of science. I heard graduate students suggest timesharing, money sharing, and perhaps even a relief expedition. After all
the niceties were over, an undergraduate who was with me at the time,
remarked: "How is it that almost no one has said anything specific
about opportunities or jobs ... I mean, what do historians of science
actually do in the real world? What are they trained to do?"
Well now, I pondered, if one ignores the publications aspect, are
we engaged primarily in grinding and pulverizing the history of scientific knowledge, then pressing it out in the form of fruit, wine and
jelly student? If so, what are the students doing after they have been
suitably pressed? Who or what are they grinding, pulverizing and
pressing?
Let us acknowledge that the goals, motivations, aspirations and
ideals of 25 years or even 15 years ago have been altered significantly.
Altered to such an extent that we appear to have lost not only our
sense of proportion but also our sense of direction. As author Richard
Bissell so quaintly puts it:
"Your plane is not in from Seattle yet sir," she said. There
will be a slight delay."
"I happen to h ave information on that flight," I said. "The
plane is actually at this moment still circling Moose Jaw while
the pilots study a 1938 Texaco road map. They've been lost
for an hour and are running dangerously low on sugar coated
gum tablets and little dry sandwiches."
"But in a larger sense," said Nancy, "aren't we all still
circling Moose Jaw?"3
Yes, indeed, "aren't we all still circling Moose Jaw" because our
maps are inadequate? Is not our supply of tidbits nearly exhausted?
I am here to tell you what the panel discussion failed to do. I am
here to tell you what terrain can be opened to view. I am here to
describe to you some of the overlooked details and to open up roads
and pathways that have been neglected for so long. I am here to tell
you what an historian of science can do in the real world.
To those who want or need a title for this personal odyssey, label
it simply as: Some Unanticipated Effects of a Graduate Program in
the History of Science and file it under "T" for teaching.
I was employed by Bethany College in 1968 to develop interdisciplinary programs as well as to improve existing courses. Starting
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with phys1cal science, astronomy and physical geography, I have since
added history and philosophy of science, technology and culture as
well as my favorite offering, Heuristics. This fall I will introduce another, The New Religion of Technocracy, an interdisciplinary course
designed exclusively for incoming freshmen.
What can a historian of science do with such a group of course offerings where classes contain from 8 to 140 students and where there is
but one assistant for laboratory work only? The answer for me, lies
with the concept of heuristic reasoning coupled to the simple joy of
discovery. To quote Polya:
"The aim of heuristic is to study the methods and rules of
discovery and invention ... Heuristic, as an adjective, means
'serving to discover' .. ... Heuristic reasoning is ... provisional
and plausible only . . . The study of heuristic has 'practical'
aims; a better understanding of the mental operations typically
useful in solving problems could exert some good influence on
teaching ... "4
If such an influence can be imposed upon our teaching, then what
of that nebulous emotion, joy? Can we impose that upon our teaching? For the joy of discovery is almost nonexistent in the schools and
colleges of today. Grades, contingencies, compromises, frustrations,
anger, aimlessness- these are all present in ample quantity. But joyeven of that variety known as bittersweet-?
What I do in my classes is to continually employ the twin threads
of heuristic reasoning and joyous interest. The results obtained by
such tactics have often been surprising. Here are a few illustrations:
During last semester's heuristics course for upper-classmen, I
posed one of those lovable problems labeled as ideal-you know the
type: the ideal gas laws or the ideal dilute solution? Problem: How
long would it take to transport the entire population of New York
City (ca. 8,000,000 people) to San Francisco using only commercial
aircraft flying out of the three major airports that service New York?
Twelve students attacked that problem, but eleven of them agreed
that the solution obtained by the twelfth member was the best of the
lot. Why? Because, faced with a seemingly immense and difficult task
most of the class became bogged down in trivia, a rather universal
phenomenon. Their individual searches for provisional and plausible
answers produced results of widely differing values. But Ralph, the
number twelve man, called the nearest airport, at Pittsburgh, and
posed the question to some of the personnel in the control tower. They
caught the infection of discovery and before Ralph knew it, he had
two or three people fiddling with slide rules, computing re-fueling
times, turnaround times and the like until one of them said: "Hey!
Wait a minute. We need more information from one of the larger air91

fields." With that, they hooked into a telephone trunk line to Kennedy
Airport, and before Ralph knew what had happened, two or three
more specialists were working out a solution to this hypothetical problem. The final result: A provisional time of one week. You don't believe it? Try it. You'll like it.
In the physical science course, renamed Natural Philosophy, I
have one overriding goal: To examine the so-called natural world
and man's place in it through a study of the ways in which the physical sciences have altered and are now altering our conception of the
universe. I believe in what the philosopher quoted by Loren Eiseley
says: " 'The special value of science lies not in what it makes of the
world but in what it makes of the knower.' "5 To this end I have employed heuristic techniques whenever and wherever possible given a
large class composed principally of individuals who are, to say the least,
not strong in mathematics, how can you develop the concept of acceleration? Inclined plane? Very good. Make one improvement. Place
a student and a basketball next to one another at the top of a hill.
Release the basketball and tell the student simply to keep up with the
ball. He, and the observers, very quickly grasp the idea of positive
acceleration.
Negative acceleration is just as easy. Take one athlete at the bottom
of a steep flight of steps of a long hill, then merely say: Run up!
Do you want to develop the concept of statistical probability or
chance? Forget your equations, formulas and sophisticated equipment
for the moment and play a few hands of cards. Have your students
throw dice for awhile. The data obtained by such means will bring
your "average" students to an understanding of chance that one might
never have believed possible.
In short, why not make the teaching/learning experience a joyous
one?
In teaching astronomy and cosmology, I wonder if you still obtain
the complex sense of fulfillment, mystery and awe that overcomes me
whenever I train a telescope upon the terminator of the moon. More
importantly, perhaps, have you ever watched the faces of your students, many of whom are viewing that scene for the first time? Have
you gone beyond the dry, quantified details of the solar system and
turned your telescope upon Saturn? When that ringed giant swims into
view and I watch and listen to the students, I am both humbled and
elevated. What words, what exclamations spill forth! And, on many an
occasion, almost shyly, some of them will turn to face the night sky
and whisper to me: "What does it all mean?"
H euristics and a sense of joy: that is what this historian of science
has used to unlock the curiosity and wonder that is our heritage but
which often is buried under an avalanche of so-called knowledge to
disappear into the void of synicism and righteousness.
What a joy it is then, to witness an emergence from this state. Last
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semester, in the history of science course, we examined the developmnt of evolutionary theory. One girl, summarizing the entire semester
in a paper entitled, "A Small Change in Perception", concludes as
follows:
"When I was a child, I tried to see if I could walk on the
edge of the curb all the way home from school. Of course, when
I crossed traffic intersections I had to get off the curb, but the
rest of the time I tried to stay on my narrow pathway.
"When I was little I could never make it all the way home
without falling off. Sometimes I would lose my balance, and
other times the big kids would push me or block my way. I
wished and wished that I was bigger.
"I knew that when I grew older I wouldn't lose my balance
as much, and when I grew taller and stronger the other kids
wouldn't be able to divert me from my goal. If anyone tried to
block my progress I would push them out of my way. I wished
and wished that I was bigger.
"When I was big I could make it all the way home without falling off the edge of the curb. I had no more trouble
balancing myself, and when anyone got in my way I simply
pushed them aside. I still had to leave the curb, though, when
I crossed the street at traffic intersections.
"Today, I still play that game sometimes, but it's not quite
the same as when I was a child. The emptiness of my success
fills me, and I know that although I am bigger I am also
smaller."6
What a different view is afforded by that small change in perception. How it reminds me of Newton's remark: "If I have seen farther
than most men it is because I have stood on the shoulders of giants."
Who here is willing to change his point of reference and say that
if he has seen farther than others it is because he is surrounded by
pygmies?
To those of us who are involved with the teaching/learning process, who are concerned with matters beyond the elementary level of
imparting data, a word of caution. There is a signpost displayed
prominently at regular intervals along the many-branched road we
are traversing. It says only- Warning: Dedication is Required.
Without that dedication, without that sense of purpose, we might
better leave the students alone, for, as Marie Jonval says:
" ... it is safer to wander without a guide in an unmapped country than to trust completely a map traced by men who came only
as tourists ..."7
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On Tracking That Rarest of Breeds,
The New Humanities Teacher
BY BRYAN LINDSAY

Looking back on all my years as a teacher and trying to identify
the most frequently asked question concerning my style in the classroom, I keep coming up with a very simple "how do you manage
to get yourself up to that level day after day?" And unfortunately I
have no real answer to that question. Perhaps an anecdote from my
young manhood will point to a response.
Common to the town squares of rural Alabama in years past were
the itinerant evangelical preachers who came to town to save the
town and set about their work with a gusto unusual across the otherwise lethargic South. And my friends and I , as sophisticated young
agnostics and atheists were wont to do in those days, would go down
to the square when the traveling preacher was in town and attempt
to heckle him for his earnest attempts at spreading the gospel. Not
wanting to raise the hackles of the true believers around us, however,
we were forced to develop highly esoteric taunts that were so "inside"
that they made no sense to the intensely involved bystanders. Also we
would sometimes attempt to outshout and outsing the impromptu
congregation itself, finding some sort of sick humor in this pedestrian
form of worship.
So it was that when the "preacher in the cage" came to the town
square we could hardly contain ourselves. His testimony, as he paced
back and forth behind his four barred walls, was that his witness had
ben so dynamic in some town that the townspeople had required the
high sheriff to lock him up. There in that jail cell he had continued to
preach, through the doors into the cellblock, out the cell window,
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to anyone who came within earshot, and to his amazement he discovered that he had much more impact from behind bars than he
enjoyed on his soapbox down at the corner. As a result he had built
himself a cart with a replica of his jail cell on it, and he used this as
a living (so to speak) audio-visual aid. And on this evening, as he
ranted on about the meaning of the cell, and the symbolism of this
event in his past, we found ourselves gleefully "amening" him with
more and more fervor, until those more pious souls around us grew
quiet and embarrassed with their own feeble efforts. And we, as insensitive young men are known to do, redoubled our efforts until we were
almost beside ourselves.
Then a strange hush fell over the entire assembly and we turned
from ourselves and our satirical merriment directly into the joyful
eyes of the evangelist. Standing there with the sweat streaming down
his face he looked me square in the eye and said, "Thank you,
brother, thank you. Sayin' 'Amen' to me is just like sayin' 'sic 'em' to
a dog!" I will never forget the moment or that preacher's eyes.
So I use this anecdote as an answer, simply substituting "teach" for
"Amen." There is simply something so exciting, so dynamic, so alive
about a classroom full of beautiful children (and this range covers the
gamut from six to twenty-one, as far as I'm concerned) that I cannot
wait to get in there and begin my own peculiar form of witness. I
guess I might even go so far as to call the classroom my cage, because
I really have come to discover my most internal self there, just as my
friend the roving preacher did.
And this entre should give the reader a fairly good insight as to
the prerequisites for teaching the new humanities, because it is my
firm contention that it takes a very special breed of teacher to accept
the responsibility for this sort of educational activity. I should state
here, as I have stated elsewhere, that I do not like the word teacher;
I don't even know whether I like the word professor. My favorite
word is educator, but it has gotten so screwed up at the hands of the
educationists that I am frequently afraid to use it in mixed company.
Nonetheless it does serve my purpose best, because I look at myself
as a guide, one who leads through (and eventually out of, if everything goes well) and I introduce myself to my charges ( or students,
if you wish) as one who is simply older and therefore more experienced in the business of discovery. Discovery is a key word, also, because that is what so much of the new humanities is about: first selfdiscovery, then the discovery of one's fellow man.
Perhaps, then, a clarification of what is meant by the "new"
humanities is in order. First, the new humanities differs from the
traditional humanities in the methodology used: while traditionalists
appear to be predominantly content-oriented, looking at the various
media (music, art, literature, philosophy, et al) as ends in themselves,
the new humanities people are predominantly process oriented, using
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the media as vehicles for exploring the subjective consciousness of the
student and the faculty member as they experience those monuments
to significant human experience which are the content of the humanities. Secondly, the new humanists deal more frequently with the affective realm of perception than do the old hats, although much time
is spent processing affective responses through a cognitive filtering
system in order to arrive at a comprehensive set of values. Values.
Perhaps this is the most critical difference between the two styles, because the new humanist is primarily dedicated to the task of equipping his charges with the tools for developing their own mature value
systems instead of absorbing ad nauseam then puking back a la Pavlov the various introjected value systems which American education
has traditionally attempted to force on its nurselings. Education in a
self-enhancing and life-enhancing manner rather than indoctrination
for a cog's role in the corporate state, that is the task the new humanists set for themselves.
But let's get back to the main topic: identifying the new humanities teacher and those characteristics which mark him as the "preacher in the cage." As a good pedagogical writer should, I have developed
these in two sets of categories, the Four C's, and the Three E's.
Competence
Even though the new humanities teacher will be teaching the
interrelated humanities, consisting of a variety of media and a variety
of "disciplines" (in the traditional sense of the word), the teacher
should enjoy a high level of success in at least one area of specialization. This success, with its very sweet smell, in an initial area of
competence will spill over into the surrounding areas of activity and
increase the possibilities for success there. Most of the successful
teachers in the new humanities today have come to this discipline
from one of the allied disciplines, with English as the most popular.
While I am speculating here I would venture to say that much of
this conversion is due to the fact that many English programs are
just too sterile and unexciting for the truly creative teacher. We will
discuss creativity later, but it does deserve some mention here. Competence breeds success and creates a hunger for continued success;
competence in one area under the humanities umbrella will most likely breed competence in the allied areas. And competence as an educator is an undeniable prerequisite for the instructor in the new
humanities; we have too great a battle to fight to allow incompetents
in our ranks.
Incompetence is a very serious concern, however; because whenever a program as innovative and experimental as this one comes into
the curriculum it always attracts certain members of the "lunatic
fringe," and the neighborhood "bleeding hearts" seem to gravitate
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toward these sensitivity-oriented activities. I first discovered this the
summer I was awarded an NDEA Fellowship to attend an institute in
Guidance and Counseling. Never have I been so surrounded with
neurotics, malcontents, do-gooders, and the other assorted flora and
fauna of the educational swamp! And if this offends my brothers who
are making it successfully as guidance people and as counselors, I
would simply apologize by saying that this was my experience at the
beginning of the movement. Movements have a way of purging themselves of impurities as they grow and nurture their best elements; I am
saying that the new humanities must be on guard against this sort of
infiltration from the onset. If education itself had developed a martinet posture at its beginning, it would not be so screwed up today!
And so I hoist the standard of EXCELLENCE here, and before it I
prepare to do battle. I have no need of the drifting teacher who has
never been able to make it anywhere in the curriculum and who now
finds the new humanities "exactly what I've been looking for all these
years!" Likely that teacher will screw this one up just like he's screwed
up all the others, but with a serious exception: he will have screwed
up the entire concept in the eyes of the administration and his fellow
teachers at the same time, and the new humanities will be relegated
to that large kookery jar of educational mistakes up on the top shelf
of the schoolhouse pantry and well out of the reach of those beautiful
hungry students. Rather give me the brilliant choral director, the
really exciting drama coach, that dedicated person who enjoys long
and meaningful conversations with Shakespeare, Dostoevsky, and
Hemingway every afternoon at 2: 10, the art teacher who continues to
paint, those really healthy members of the educational community
who expect to succeed, and I'll give you new humanities programs
that will flourish.
Commitment
Commitment-what a word! The story about the chicken and the
pig passing the restaurant comes immediately to mind. There on the
window was a large sign: HAM AND EGGS-80c. The chicken
considered the sign and clucked with satisfaction, saying, "There! See
what a significant contribution we make." To which the pig replies,
"Sure, for you it's a contribution, but for me it represents total commitment!" And that is really where it's at. If the teacher isn't totally
committed to educational excellence, he doesn't have any place in the
schools and he certainly doesn't have any place in the new humanities. I go back to my preacher and his cage: it was his eyes that converted me. Today, when I find myself in rap sessions with my students,
it is their eyes that really tell me what I want to know about them;
and it is the eyes of my colleagues that tell me what I want to know
about them. Have you ever taken the time to check and see how
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many teachers never look their students in the eye? This may sound
hokey, but I find a great deal of meaning here. Because I know that
if I can't look my fellow man in the eye then there's something wrong
within me. It's not within him, unless I discover that he can't look
me in the eye. And again I find the meaning of commitment at the
heart of this analogy: the teacher in the new humanities must be
able to look himself in the eye, then he must be able to look his students in the eye, and then they together must be able to look the system in the eye as they defend their position and their actions in the
face of the traditional distrust and suspicion with which the educational establishment views all new programs. Commitment begins with
the discipline. The teacher in the new humanities must really feel
that there is an essential need for this program within the contemporary curriculum. While it is frequently experimental it is not simply
another experiment. It attempts to meet student needs that are not
met anywhere else. If the teacher feels that these needs are not the
concern of the schools and colleges then he certainly shouldn't be involved with the new humanities. Concern is the next C which we will
examine but let us resolve this business of commitment here.
Commitment begins with the profession of education, not as some
sort of vested interest but as a true calling. Remember the preacher
in the cage. Then commitment is to the discipline, the new humanities. If the work of the new humanities can be done in the other
disciplines, then there is no need for the new humanities. But if the
teacher feels that the new humanities is really the key to a whole new
realm of significant experiences that are not being provided by the
traditional disciplines then he belongs neck deep in the new humanities. Next comes commitment to the students, which requires that the
teacher's particular pleasures and prejudices be surrendered in favor
of those interests which have real relevance for the students. The
teacher must exercise some judgement, obviously, but he must be
committed at all times to the betterment of his charges. Once these
three commitments are vitalized the final commitment is to the enrichment of everything else humane, as far as the teacher's reach can
extend. It becomes rhetoric to project cosmic implications with regard
to the new humanities; if, after several years, the school itself seems
enriched by the presence of the program, then a great deal of good
has been done. To paraphrase a well-greased homily: commitment
begins at home.
Concern
There's not a great deal to say about concern, because it has been
alluded to frequently above. Concern centers on the student, or perhaps it is better to say, on the individual student, with the accent on
individual. This requires a great deal of freedom and flexibility on the
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part of the teacher, and this will be discussed next, under the subtopic creativity. Let us say simply that the well-being of the student
is the primary reason for implementing these programs. Within the
framework of the new humanities the student should be allowed ample space and time to begin the exciting process of self-discovery, and
this in turn requires a less than rigid course outline and lesson plan
coupled with an amazing amount of scope on the part of the teacher.
If the spectre of "looseness" begins again to rear its ugly head, simply
refer to the section on commitment above. The dedicated teacher will
not allow his program to become meaningless in the name of relevance
and significance. He will simply work harder and longer to provide
truly significant experiences for a wide range of personalities and
interests. This is the meaning of concern.
Creativity
The most needed teacher in the new humanities is the creative
teacher, and this creativity focuses upon two separate yet interrelated
aspects of teaching and the individual. Obviously, as seen above, the
teacher in the new humanities must be able to function creatively in
the classroom. This ability extends from the need to "wing it" on days
when the lesson plan just doesn't fit the needs of the students on up
to the need to bring to life every humanistic model, from Stravinsky
and Picasso and Martha Graham back to Job and Gilgamesh and
Arjuna so that the classroom constantly exudes spontaneity, excitement, and discovery. Antithetically we can look at the classroom where
the lesson plan is honored with subservient humility on days when
even the teacher knows it's wrong, where Shakespeare "stinks" (to
use the colorful description of many a student) because the teacher
has exhumed him without an aerosol, where art is talked about instead
of looked at and where music is 1685-1750 rather than a stereo recording, and we can label almost all the ills which plague contemporary education with the stigmatic "uncreative." It is this creative
element in the teacher which sparks most of the really fine moments
in the classroom, and without it the classroom is doomed to an eternity
of textbooks, meticulously prepared and inviolable notes, and a sameness which borders on death.
The second aspect of creativity relates to the teacher himself. It
is my contention that the teacher in the new humanities should enjoy
some sort of creative activity for its own sake; the teacher should be
involved as an artist outside as well as inside the classroom. When I
refer to artist I mean that person involved with the production of
objects of art, whether they be poems, paintings, songs, sculpture,
dance, drama, film, or what have you. The point should be made by
that list, even though it is incomplete. Why do I champion creativity
to such an extent? Because my greatest admiration for the truly great
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artist derives from my attempts to paint; my appreciation of the
really profound poetry derives from the fact that I have written some
fairly successful poetry; my love for Schubert grows out of my own
songwriting efforts. So I feel that the teacher who creates can bring
additional meaning to the creative process, being closer to it than
the non- (or un- ) creative teacher. I am also deeply committed to
creativity as an integral part of the new humanities program itself,
and I feel that all students in the new humanities should be involved
in structured creativity exercises, but that belongs in another place
and at another time. Let me conclude my four C's by saying that the
teacher who is competent, committed, concerned, and creatively involved will have a greater love and respect for those models which
are the core of the new humanities: competent, committed, concerned,
and creative giants who have so significantly shaped our destiny by
their C's.
Rather than explore in detail my three E's, let me list theme here
and then examine the most pertinent of the three Enthusiasm, Experimentation, and Exemplary Action complete the escutcheon of the
new humanities. Enthusiasm and experimentation have already been
alluded to above, and to belabor them here would very definitely be
carrying coals to Newcastle. The third E, however, deserves some sort
of definition.
Exemplary Action

In another place I have written regarding the teacher in the new
humanities:
He is not afraid to bare himself to his students, because he
knows that their hungers are for honesty and openness ( and this
pertains to the actual admission by the faculty member that he
drinks occasionally, has taken "pep" pills, may have smoked
grass, and might have, somewhere deep in his superadolescent
past, have found more than just a passing interest in some attractive member of the same sex; this then extends itself into an
acknowledgement that the instructor is not the world's greatest
authority on Byzantine mozaics, especially if he happens to teach
American History.)
and I feel that these lines need some clarification. They need clarification because without clarification they appear to be encouragement
toward license, and that is not what is intended at all. I would, instead, say this: no matter how valid ( or significant, or successful, or
what have you) the teacher feels his life style might be, he has no
right to promote it for his students as an exemplary life style. I would
say that the obverse is probably more true: I constantly advise my
students not to try to be like me, because I am fully aware of the
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nature of my own existence; and I don't feel that most people have
the ability or the endurance or the courage to live as I live! And lest
this sound like I am coming on to you as some sort of absolutely free
spirit I would say, "Nay!" immediately. To understand the nature of
my life style simply go back to the beginning here and read the C's
and E's once more: that is at the center of my life style. So while I am
extremely open with my students ( to the consternation of my wife,
I'm sure) I am constantly alerting them to the nature of this life style.
Certainly it is exemplary, but it is also precarious, awesome, situational, based upon loving concern, and oriented to this moment. And my
awareness of these qualities in my own existence makes me very much
aware of the fact that my students haven't even begun to get that
deep within themselves. I feel that a great deal of the radical style of
today's students and young adults derives from this inability to see
deeply into oneself and therefore into anything to which one relates:
if self-identity isn't successfully complete then identity with the affinity
for institutions, movements, causes, etc., is going to be vague and muddled. This is the domain of the radical and the reactionary; the person
who has more or less "got it together" will be much more effective
as an instrument of change than the individual who remains frightened, insecure, and unidentified, even to himself. And this is the way
I see myself: an instrument of positive and hopefully profound personal, educational, and social change. Thus I have to live as I live.
My students by and large will never set for themselves the goals that
I have set for myself; therefore they cannot possibly subscribe to my
life style. They do dig it, though, and they appreciate aspects of me to
which they can aspire: authenticity, openness, concern, love, and so
on into nirvana. This is at the core of exemplary action.
Certainly the section above will appear to many readers to be extremely presumptuous; where this is true I offer my apologies, if that
is expected. But such openness, even if it appears extremely egotistic,
is necessary if an environment of mutual trust is to be developed. How
can I expect my students to be open with me if I refuse to be open
with them? This requires me to say what I have said. I am very
frightened by teachers who think that they have all the answers, who
try to convert students to their own course of action or life style, dogmatically and without reason, who attack and ridicule those whose beliefs and commitments differ from their own, because there appears to
be something of the weak and insecure in such a style. Even though
the propensity for godliness is great in the new humanities, the teacher
dare not play God with his charges' lives! This is the cardinal sin in
education. Where it happens education becomes indoctrination, intellectual and emotional growth becomes conditioning, and the shibboleth of the student body emerges as "ours is not to reason 'why?',
ours is but to do and die." And this sort of brainwashing I cannot
abide, even though it permeates many a contemporary classroom.
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R a ther let me live so that I reflect those truly humane qualities including reasonable fear and uncertainty concerning my own style at
times, that will equip my students to better negotiate the pitfalls and
perils and existence in this world that we have so inhumanely structured. If my actions are exemplary then perhaps theirs will, in their
own special way, be of somewhat greater importance.
Enter the "New Breed"
Since the title of this essay alludes to a new kind of creature in
the classroom, perhaps we should reflect upon this requirement in
conclusion. The analogy of the teacher of the new humanities with
the well-known "renaissance man" has been alluded to above. But
his true renaissance spirit emerges when he begins to champion the
liberal arts concept in humanities education. The purpose of the liberal
arts is to liberate the human spirit, to give it a new sense of significance
and dignity, and to produce a questing mind and a virtue-seeking
soul. Certainly it can be seen here that the new humanities champion
the same causes, and with a generalist attitude toward the interrelatedness of the discipline that finds its source in the renaissance
proper. Just as the Renaissance man of antiquity sought balance, symmetry, variety in unity, a rediscovery of the Greek ideal, so the contemporary renaissance man, the teacher in the new humanities, seeks
to create a sense of harmony in the individuals with whom he comes
in contact, equipping them to be more aware, more understanding,
more tolerant, more involved with the entire spectrum of human
experience. Granted this is an extremely unpopular ( and perhaps at
the moment untenable) position to occupy on today's highly compartmentalized and departmentalized faculties, both in the public
schools and at the colleges and universities; still it is the most humane.
Crying out against the desensitization, depersonalization, and dehumanization always inflicted upon the students in the name of "progress," the teacher of the new humanities dons the helmet, chain mail,
and armor of enthusiasm, experimentation, and exemplary action,
girds his steed with the panoply of competence, commitment, concern,
and creativity, takes up the shield of virtue and the lance of wisdom
and prepares to do battle for his ideas. While he may look a bit
ludicrous clanking thus accoutered up and down the lists of Academe
no doubt many will remember him for his outlandish efforts and for
the lovely sounds he made. And as I tell my students, half in jest:
"After the juggernaut has rolled across these villages and the peasants
have been ground into pulp, someone will point to my own unique
jelly and say, 'I remember him. He was the one with bells on his
shoes.'"
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Enriching General Education:
Seeds and Plowshares
BY

J. w.

BRINKMAN

In the years during which debate over the purpose and content of
general education has raged, every conceivable bit of curricular gimmickry has been proposed and often tried . With few exceptions most
of these efforts were possessed of at least one common feature- they
were conventional or quasi-conventional academic, classroom or laboratory experiences. Until recently little attention was paid to the possibility of employing a broad range of non-academic experiences in
the total general education component of the college program of
study. What follows is a suggestion of experiences or activities of a
non-academic type which could be adapted to general education programs on many campuses. Most of these now exist on our campuses
but we tend to be reluctant to build them into formal programs for
reasons which also will be identified. If these ideas can serve as seed
and if the inertia can be identified and plowed under, possibly a
harvest of healthy reform may result. This paper is directed to that
end.
There exists on any college or university campus built-in opportunities for the expansion and enrichment of general education
which await only their recognition and proper utilization for them
to bear fruit. Musical performances, whether Bach or rock, lectures,
art exhibits, and other activities commonly thought of as valuable but
"extracurricular" could well become- a part of the general education
program for which credit might be earned. There is little doubt that
these functions already contribute to the total education of the student but all too often the exposure to them is left to chance. What is.
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needed is a planned and controlled involvement, not simply an exposure. The full extent and nature of this planning and control will
not be considered here-that is the business of a more detailed study
in cooperation with the expert in the various disciplines. Hopefully, it
will be sufficient to suggest that the printed program for the concert
might be an inspirational and instructional aid and not merely a list
of what is to be performed and by whom. In like manner, there is
considerable room for improvement in the educational character of
most art exhibits which are, or appear to be, an accumulation of works
devoid of any significant relationship to one or another and lacking
in anything to assist the non-artist to achieve a meaningful response.
Even if some activities are, by their nature, more educationally valuable without such modifications or appurtenances, they often suffer for
want of being related to a series of such activities. Commonly on our
campuses many of these activities compete for attendance and attention with countless others of greater or lesser note. The lecture by a
noted expert on problems of urban living may lose its impact in a
week dominated by a scholarship fund drive, a rock concert, the presentation of King Lear, and the "big" football game of the season.
Conversely, the same lecture in the context of a well coordinated and
timed program could enrich and be enriched by that program of
related activities.
Campus life is another major dimension of the totality of general
education. Most thoughtful educators would, of course, recognize that
this is the case, but to what extent does this educational function become an important part of planning life in the campus community?
All too frequently the dominating considerations here are the economics
of food service and housing ( retire the bonds), community relations
(keep the students and the landlords happy ) , and the student control dimensions of a worn out in loco parentis concept.
The atmosphere which surrounds the partaking of one's daily
bread is an opportunity for contributing to or detracting from the
general education of the student. It might be significant that the term
"food service" rather than "dining service" is the most common. Indeed there tends to be much more consuming of food than dining in
our campuses. There are those who would contend that teaching or
encouraging "table manners" is extraneous to or beneath the dignity
of our colleges and universities and even if attention is to be paid to
such mundane affairs they should not be attached to a formal credit
earning program. Considering the total living atmosphere of the campus, there is very little to "liberate" the individual, to enculturate him,
to broaden him, or to educate him for life as a person if that campus
is a community of disorder, ugliness, chaos, and mass living on a low
level of refinement such as we all too frequently encounter in the
larger community.
In addition to the extracurriculum and daily living facets of cam-
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pus life, there are a number of other activities having to do with
making that community work. The campus government, its voice
through publications, its planning, its relationship to the outside world
are all opportunities for student involvement. Only to a limited extent are such activities included in the academic programs of the college. Frequently students earn credit for their work on the staff of the
campus newspaper or radio station. Laudable as this may be it is too
frequently focused on the students of journalism or broadcasting and
the experience is directed toward building the appropriate skill, talent,
or understanding needed by professionals in these fields. It would appear that direct involvement in these operations would provide an
excellent opportunity for the general education student to become
acquainted with such operations as communication media which carry great weight in a civilized society.
Participation in one or more of the governmental functions of a
campus could, if properly conceived, be valuable to the student and
the college as well. If the objective of the study of political science is
only to learn the workings of one or more existing governmental systerms and principles, per se, then certainly campus governance should
be included and what better way to learn than by directed
participation.
Involvement in campus government leads to the idea of becoming
involved or immersed in local government as well. One could take a
typical course in local government and gain an understanding of the
ideal or the typical mechanism of the city's government. On the other
hand, a more clear picture of how a city is run might be achieved by
witnessing the real people at work. Regular attendance at meetings
of the city council, the school board, the planning commission, and
the like, coupled with some related readings could produce a far
greater sensitivity to the problems of governing a city than might the
typical college course. There may, in fact, be great value in visitations
to service club luncheons, coffee counters, and golf courses as ways
of gaining insight into the real decision making processes pertaining
to urban life.
These are but a few approaches to renewing, revitalizing, and revamping general education. Certainly there is nothing remarkably
new in any of these and, similarly, the value of most of them has long
been recognized. Why then have they not been included as part of the
total program? Why have we struggled to design formal means of
educating students in these ways when parallel educative processes
were already functioning? The answer to this question is fourfold.
First, we do not completely trust the content of the experience. We
harbour fears that while the student might learn a great deal of value
from the experience, he might also learn some things we would prefer
he not. We would not have the opportunity to cleanse the educational
experience which is made available to the student and which is given
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a mark of institutional approval by inclusion on the transcript and a
grade designation. After all, if a student acquires a "questionable"
attitude, or makes a social or legal mistake, we can explain this as
something that often happens to a college student. On the other hand,
if he has received a grade for this experience the institution has somehow assumed a different role in this drama of college life.
A second reason why we have not fully accepted these experiences
as part of the official program is our willingness to release the educational apron strings. Many of the activities listed above and many
more not mentioned would be partly or totally under the control of
persons who are not members of the academic profession. For many, it
would be unthinkable to grant credit for work not done under the
direction of an academician.
The homage paid to clock and calendar stands as the third deterrent to general education reform in the suggested direction. Although
we know better, we tend to take great comfort in X-number-ofminutes-per-credit-hour as both a measure and a guarantee of educational respectability. To deprive ourselves of this assurance is to make
unreasonable demands for other means of evaluating our academic
efforts. Many of the suggested sources of general education credit
might have to encompass units of time much shorter or longer than
the conventional quarter or semester. Many would not be scheduled
in ordinary ways and many would require means of motivation and
evaluation other than physical presence at the determined place and
time.
The fourth and final reason for rejecting these experiences is the
difficulty encountered in measuring student achievement. Conventional
or unconventional testing procedures or grades given for the term
paper or project may be appropriate in many cases but in others none
of these will really work. Spurious attempts have been made to use
attendance at concerts or lectures, for example, as a part of the grade
in a related formal course. All too frequently these attempts are recognized by students as artificial and the justifiable disrespect for them
often reflects on the formal class itself. What is really under attack
here is the basic concept of grading in all of general education. Is it
really necessary, in all cases, to demand from the student some proof
of accomplishment? Are we really so sophisticated in our measurement to be certain that satisfactory test performance represents accomplishment of the goals of general education? Will the ivy on the
walls really wilt if we concentrate on motivating the student and then
trust to his judgement of whether or not he has accomplished the immediate goal? One might even argue that if we cannot trust in that
judgement we are failing in general education anyway.
The above stands less as a set of new ideas and a clear formula
for their implementation than it does as a stimulus for further thought.
Each campus provides a somewhat different setting for the specifics
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of program expansion in this direction. Some schools may accept
departures from the familiar and others may not. One important plus
mark for innovation is the widespread and growing climate of change
one finds in all of higher education. Such a climate can be the strong
ally needed to plow under the inertia. It is for us to sharpen the plow.
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The University, the Student
and the Wizard of Oz
BY LYNWOOD

H.

BARTLEY

A few weeks ago I sat in my dentist's office turning the pages of
a business magazine. An advertisement caught my attention, because it
yelled out in bold print that the accumulated knowledge of the world
is doubling every four years. One of the results of this information
explosion is that it forces college students to ask with greater urgency
how they can make sense of the world they live in, since what they
learn about that world is so quickly buried under new knowledge.
How does a student avoid the feeling of defeat when he must accept
the situation that he knows or will know very little in the face of all
there is to know?
Because we have accumulated more knowledge than can be assimilated by any one student, the student gains more control of his
experience when he becomes conscious that he must choose the body
of knowledge he studies. The reason why we select some facts as worth
knowing is as important as the facts themselves. We bestow meaning
on things as we describe their relationships to one another and, therefore, the facts do not have meaning in themselves. The student must
view data in a broad context, not by itself, to take advantage of the
wide spectrum of possible relationships. No thing has meaning except
in relation to other things. And in spite of the argument that the self
knows only its own existence, man finds meaning for his behavior in
viewing his relationships with other man. Joseph Fletcher, a contemporary religious thinker, has put it this way, "An I is an I in relationship with a you; a you is a you capable of becoming an I, in
relation to a me." 1
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This consciousness of what it means to be a human in a human
environment shapes the selective process by which we organize our
experience. Social scientists today accept the psychologist, Joseph
Royce's assertion that man's brain is the only brain which is aware of
itself. This consciousness is emphasized by Victor Frankl, a psychotherapist, when he describes such awareness by calling it doubt. "More
than such faculties as power of speech, conceptual thinking, or walking erect, this doubting the significance of his own experience is what
sets man apart from animal."2 Doubting the significance of his
existence, man must ask questions and make choices to find meaning
in his life. Having become aware that a given of the human condition
is to make decisions, that is, to select and to organize, the student in
a course treating human behavior should see himself as a participant
and not merely as an observer. Through research we may add to our
store of facts, but the selection and ordering that we make are even
more important for society and the student.
I think one of my colleagues, Ken Macrorie, has stated it accurately. "Today you are forming what will tomorrow be your past experiences, and you have some choice in what you do today."3
Most of us find ourselves trying to impose order and, therefore,
meaning on the multiplicity of impressions and facts which surround
us each day. Finding fuller meaning demands seeing man as greater
than the sum of his parts, viewing him holistically and giving meaning
to his acts and thoughts in the human context. As Frankl puts it,
" .. . we can discover certain aspects of reality by extracting them from
the massive flow of what is."4 Now to do what he suggests, I must be
aware of the values I use in selecting certain aspects of reality.
For me the job of the teacher and the student striving to achieve
a valid educational experience includes each of the following perspectives : (1) to view man holistically, (2) to relate man to his human
context, (3) to acknowledge the value of being aware as an essential
to greater understanding, ( 4) to recognize that man chooses what he
will be aware of, which forces him to be an active participant in his
experience and not a bystander.
What classroom situation will stimulate both teacher and students
to achieve successful understanding of these four perspectives? It
would be silly to assume that every classroom experience is a valid
educational one. There aren't enough vital teachers or enough students who enjoy total involvement and seek maximum awareness. But
let's imagine that these two parties find each other and produce the
situation where teacher and student stimulate each other's consciousness. Such a situation is governed by the ultimate concerns, the reasons
for being of the teacher and the student. Two students in the Social
Bases of Human Behavior course caught the spirit of what I am
describing, when they reacted to the course in evaluating it. One said,
"It is very interesting and gives one a good background for the situa-
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tions that one will have to encounter in life." The other, even more
convinced, explained, "The course has opened my mind to many
opinions, theories, and objects of reality that I was unaware of before.
This course has been more than memorization and feedback-it is a
course to provoke a 'thinking' response." By their responses, these students have proven the correctness of Joseph Royce's statement. " ... as
a man participates in the daily business of living within the context of
his ultimate concerns, those concerns which recur from generation to
generation, those concerns which, in other words, convey deep meaning
and creativity for man, will be retained and regarded as valid."5
Since a valid educational experience is one that deals with the ultimate concerns of the individual, what are the questions of ultimate
concern which must be asked? First, I would suggest that most people
want to answer the question "who am I?" This, of course, cannot be
answered unless you deal with what it means to be human among
other humans. Therefore, how man became man must be discussed.
This involves using facts from many disciplines: biology, history,
anthropology, archeology, to name only a few. The student might then
go on to question how he learned to be human and how symbolic
behavior affects interacting with others. I believe that no single discipline can freely deal with these questions. General Education cannot
give total answers either, but it treats phenomena from more than one
narrow perspective. Being less fragmented by procedures and skills
than any one discipline, General Education is able to more freely
offer answers which consider the human bases of human behavior.
While specialists in chemistry, physiology, or anthropology and
sociology may provide part of the answer, each contributes less than
the fullest answer. The best answer is the one which makes use of information from those areas which in combination give a more complete
explanation of what we perceive, which is the best estimate of the
nature of things, . . . or finite reality in contrast to ultimate reality
which is the final essence of all things. (Royce) A holistic view includes
more of the best estimate of things and comes closer to describing and
understanding the essence of all things.
Ortega Y Gasset, in his History w a System, criticized naturalist
reason because it is not inclusive enough as an explanation. In doing
so he exposes the dismay of many generalists as they view the narrowness of the specialist's approach.
When naturalist reason studies man it seeks, in consistence
with itself, to reveal his nature. It observes that man has a
body, which is a thing, and hastens to submit it to physics; and
since this body is also an organism, it hands it over to biology.
It observes further that in man as in animals, there functions a
certain mechanism incorporeally, confusedly attached to the
body, the psychic mechanism, which is also a thing and entrusts
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its study to psychology, a natural science. But the fact is that
all naturalist studies on man's body and soul put together have
not been of the slightest use in throwing light on any of our
most strictly human feelings, on what each individual calls his
own life, that life which intermingling with others, forms
societies, that in turn persisting, make up human destiny.6
The broader General Education approach frees us to select among a
larger number of possible relationships, which can bring increased
possibilities of "deep meaning and creativity" for the student. Henry
David Thoreau was, in this way, a successful student. He went to the
woods to locate and analyze the source of his values, to simplify. This
meant learning about the complex relationships between his five senses
and what he observed and felt from outside, not just specializing in
the temperature of Wal den Pond.
If, like Thoreau, a man once learns to be aware of, or to p erceive
his relationships with the world around him, he is well on the way
to knowing both who he is and how his world is which gives him
meaning. M arshall McLuhan, the controversial contemporary observer
of media, supports the generalist with this statement. "It is . . . by
seeing one set of relations through another that we store and amplify
experiences."7 General Education offers a way of viewing through
which we can seek out more relationships, thus avoiding a narrow
point of view.
The holistic approach leads to a simple but vital fact: all knowledge that man gains in whatever area and by whatever means is human knowledge produced to satisfy human needs, immediately and
ultimately.
Those of us who in teaching rely on content must constantly remind ourselves that the scientific abstractions are meaningless unless
they are brought to life by being taught in terms of human uses or
their value as human expression. The study of social institutions or
political theory is most meaningful when it leads to realizations of how
the daily life of people is changed, because they interact within the
patterns of an institution. What does it mean to people tha t they must
alter the tempo of their activities or must learn new ways of behaving
such as one sees in Race Relations and Civil Rights today? And perhaps more important to the student is what does it do to his life when
he becomes a member of an academic community. I am sure that the
students at Berkeley found out about political practice, and by implication political theory, when they protested against harsh administrative practices. Too much teaching is done ¼-ithout regard for the possible personal impact of the course content. And too much learning is
done without consideration of the possible use to which the facts can
be put and without figuring out how a facts fits in with previous
knowledge. Fletcher recognizes that both teachers and students should
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avoid being like "Tic-Toe in the Wizard of Oz, the mechanical man
[who] had the special grace of always doing 'what he was wound up
to do', but who lack[ed] freedom to choose."8
Every student has this choice. He will fail to see opportunities for
choice if he uses only facts to pass tests. He begins to see potential
choices, if he uses facts to increase his conscious awareness. He risks
his self-assurance because there is more than a joke in saying, "Don't
confuse me with the facts; my mind is already made up." As his
awareness increases, he will realize that having a choice is choosing to
live with ambiguity and tentativeness. Therefore, the student must
learn that most answers to the important questions are at best tentative.
Since what is is always changing, I believe that Jacob Bronowski's
statement that "we ought to behave in such a way that what is can be
verified to be so"9 means that there are only tentative answers about
the human situation and not absolute ones. For as soon as the student
has "the answer" he has chosen to lock himself in perpetually; he has
developed a closure as intellectually blinding as if someone had taken
his sight from him.
In a McCall's interview, Eric Fromm stated that knowledge is
nothing but seeing. He wasn't talking directly about education but
what he says applies to my understanding of the learning process.
Fromm stated:
What it really means to be aware ... is to see the full reality
of another person and myself. That is to say, to see that which
is hidden. Knowledge is nothing but seeing. Most people have
an idea that knowledge is information. If I go to the university,
if I go to a lecture, if I read, then I have knowledge. That's
not knowledge! 10
The student who reads a book or takes a course and gets only facts
from it, which he can regurgitate, and isn't aware that he should
relate facts, might just as well read the telephone book or the Sears,
Roebuck catalogue. What then is knowledge? "Knowledge" Fromm
continues, "is what I acquire by penetrating actively through a surface (note that this implies that one must participate and make
choices) and seeing something to which I was blind before, which I
did not see before." 11
What the student becomes aware of in any given educational situation cannot be described definitely; however, since man is the only
animal with potential self-awareness, as Royce suggested earlier, he
ought to become aware of himself and the world he lives in, in order
to become more fully human. Ortega Y Gasset's succinct summary is "I
am myself plus my circumstances." I am convinced what many students want is to find the unity that exists between themselves and their
environment or circumstance. Fromm's version 1s:
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There are only a certain number of ascertainable ways in
which man can solve the problem of existence. As an animal,
man wants to live; but as a human, he wants to find unity. He
wants to overcome a sense of complete separation. He wants to
be one with something.12
That means seeing relationships. Bronowski has asserted that what the
scientist and the artist seek is the unity present in variety. I would
further suggest that what many students want is to discover unity in
the variety of facts they are asked to assimilate, but most importantly,
want to gain an awareness which touches their deepest concerns in
trying to understand themselves and their environment.
And as I observe their desires, it is not wholly a matter of learning
facts, but of learning ways of viewing facts and seeing relationships. I
am not suggesting that a teacher do his students' seeing. But most
adults have learned that awareness progresses geometrically; the more
you are aware of, the more you can potentially become aware of. And
teachers ought to pass this attitude on, showing the student how to
develop the richness of life. Royce's definition in The Encapsulated
Man, of the criterion of knowledge, that "(man) accepts as true that
which enhances man's existence, or rejects as false that which diminishes his being," 13 is useful because what enhances or enriches the
student's life is being in harmony with what is, not what he thinks he
lS.

I have been talking about the benefit of awareness independent of
the final ingredient of the valid educational experience . . . choice.
In life, choice cannot be separated from awareness. Fromm's earlier
comment about actively penetrating through a surface, implies tha t
one of these basic choices for the student is whether to participate in
the process of becoming aware or not. As the life flow goes through
us in the mixture of time, place, and event, each one of us has a
choice about what he actuates and what he condemns to nothingness.
Perhaps the student who chooses not to actuate or stimulate his consciousness in an educational situation ought not to be in college. However, the teacher who fails to offer the student the information (which
hopefully will register on his consciousness) that he is making a choice
about the narrowness of his world has not begun to fulfill his function
as a teacher.
The teacher who demonstrates that choice is inevitable in the
human situation and helps each student realize his responsibility to
choose what he becomes, is doing an inestimable service for his students. Having become aware of this choice, the student learns that he
has more control over what he sees, what he does, and how he
interprets.
I do not assume that making someone aware presumes the absence
of facts; I do assume the interrelation between facts. I do not want to
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see teaching or learning as a process move any further in the direction
d escribed by Marshall McLuhan, who believes that " . .. specialist
learning in higher education proceeds by ignoring interrelationships;
for such complex awareness slows down the achieving of expertness."14
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